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(57) Abstract

A modular system for diagnostic assessment of psychologi-

cal conditions which employs a compact microprocessor-based unit

such as a video game. In accordance with the invention, the mi-

croprocessor-based unit is programmed to produce a video dis-

play that prompts a patient or user to interactively operate one or

more switches. Information recorded during an interactive diagnos-

tic assessment procedure is analyzed to provide a doctor or other

health care professional with information that is helpful to deter-

mine whether clinical therapy and/or medication may be required.

The disclosed embodiment of the invention relates to diagnostic as-

sessment of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention

Deficit Disorder with a game-like video display being used to obtain

a measure of various neuropsychologic indicia of attention.
.
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MODULARMICROPROCESSOR-BASED DIAGNOSTIC MEASUREMENT
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Continuing Data

This application is a continuation of prior application serial number 08/843,495

5 filed April 16, 1997, which is a file wrapper continuation of application serial number

08/682,385 filed July 17, 1996, now abandoned, which is a file wrapper continuation of

prior application serial number 08/479,570 filed June 7, 1995, now abandoned, which is a

file wrapper continuation of prior application serial number 08/233,674 filed April 26,

1994, now abandoned.

10 Field ofthe Invention

This invention relates to apparatus and methods for diagnostic assessment of

psychological conditions that enable a patient or user to collect important diagnostic

measures of psychological conditions or behavior for transmittal to and analysis by a

health care professional.

15 Background ofthe Invention

The traditional method of diagnosing and assessing psychological conditions

involves periodic clinical sessions in which a clinician attempts to obtain insights of a

patient's condition by conducting interviews and, in some cases, conducting tests. This

traditional method of psychological testing and evaluation is often very lengthy and, as a

20 result, costly. Moreover, many psychological conditions and behavior patterns are not

easily diagnosed during a series of routine clinical visits because the condition or behavior

is situation-dependent and, thus, may not be observable in a clinical setting. Further, the

manifestations or behavior patterns of certain disorders are heterogeneous in nature,

which complicates identification and diagnosis. Specifically, where a high degree of

25 heterogeneity is present, standardized and normalized diagnostic measures intended to
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identify a particular or preferred regimen of therapy often do not exist. Under such

conditions, the identification and diagnosis of a psychological condition or behavior

pattern becomes very subjective, often resulting in an even larger number of diagnostic

clinical sessions and higher costs. Lower rates of diagnostic accuracy and efficacy also

5 result

Many people suffering from psychological disorders are unable to obtain clinical

assistance because of the high cost of diagnosis and treatment. Further, even where cost

is not of a major deterrent, many people lose confidence in the clinical procedure and

cease attending clinical sessions when diagnostic assessment becomes difficult and

10 lengthy. Difficulties can be encountered even by patients that persevere. Between their

periodic clinical visits, they usually are left on their own with no encouragement or

treatment.

Advances in the various fields of electronics and telecommunications have had a

significant impact on medical diagnostic and monitoring equipment, including the

IS development of devices that can be used in the home or other non-clinical settings.

Recent advancement with respect to self-care health monitoring of afflictions such as

diabetes are set forth in my co-pending patent application serial no. 07/977,323, filed

November 17, 1992, which is entitled "MODULAR MICROPROCESSOR-BASED

HEALTHMONITORING SYSTEM."

20 Some experiments and trials have been conducted with respect to incorporating

computers and similar electronic equipment in arrangements for psychological testing and

assessment that is performed in a clinical setting. Very recently, some experiments and

trials have been conducted in which a patient uses a microprocessor device such as a

"palm-top computer" to record behavioral information between clinical sessions and, in

25 some cases, for limited therapeutic purposes. However, adoption of modern

microprocessor and communication technology to diagnosing, monitoring or treating

psychological disorders has not progressed at the same rate as technological advances in

areas ofmedicine that relate to physiological conditions.

There are numerous reasons why microprocessors and modern communication

30 techniques have not been widely applied to devices for psychological diagnoses,

evaluation or treatment. As previously mentioned, the behavior attendant many

psychological disorders is situation dependent. Thus, to be useful, a device must be

relatively small, relatively easy to use and unobtrusive so that a patient or subject can use

the device in an appropriate environment and is comfortable with using the device in that

35 environment. Cost and efficacy are also important factors ifuse of the device is to result

in a reduction in the professional time and other costs associated with diagnosis and

treatment ofvarious psychological conditions.
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In order to provide a diagnostic tool that can be used in settings other than clinical

sessions, other criteria should be met. For example, provision should be made for a

clinician or other health care professional to easily acquire data gathered by the diagnostic

tool and to analyze that data. Further, to achieve optimum utilization, the diagnostic tool

5 should be extremely versatile, lending itself to adaptation to the assessment of various

psychological conditions. Preferably, the device should be adaptable enough to allow a

clinician to establish diagnostic routines suited for various species of the same general

psychological disorder of even for a particular individual. Versatility sufficient for use of

the device in at least limited monitoring and therapeutic procedures is also desirable.

10 For all ofthe above reasons, a need exists for improved methods and apparatus for

psychological evaluation and assessment. This is especially true with disorders such as

depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, addiction, eating disorders, attention deficit disorders,

attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder, and other psychological and behavioral

problems which are highly stimulus-dependent (Le., may be manifested primarily or only in

IS situations that are difficult to synthesize in a clinical environment). The extreme

heterogeneity of these psychological conditions has complicated diagnosis and treatment,

a drawback that leaves many adults and children with chrome conditions that are

handicaps both from the social and economic standpoint.

Providing reliable and accurate tests for diagnosing psychological disorders in

20 children has been a substantial problem. In particular, prevalent childhood psychological

disorders such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder

are difficult to assess because attention is a multi-construct neuropsychological process

that includes sustained attention (vigilance) and selective attention (i.e., the ability to

maintain attention in the presence of distractions and the ability to appropriately shift

25 attention). Children with Attention Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit and

Hyperactivity Disorder are often impulsive, requiring a relatively high degree of

motivation in order to complete tasks that employ cognitive skills appropriate to their

particular age group. Moreover, current assessment tests for Attention Deficit Disorder

and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder are relatively subjective, and even when

30 effectively administered, basically provide only an evaluation of whether a child exhibits a

deficit in his or her ability to focus and maintain attention. That is, current tests have been

successful only in identifying a large heterogeneous group that exhibit the basic symptoms

of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Little success has been obtained relative to

assessing the degree of neuropsychologic mechanism impairment. Thus, current

35 diagnostic techniques do not identify homogeneous subgroups of children having

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, which is needed in order to prescribe and

administer effective therapy.
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Developing diagnostic and therapeutic tools for psychological assessment and

treatment of children is especially challenging. To obtain essential, unbiased information

for diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder or Attention Deficit Disorder, a

child being tested must be at ease and must be motivated since children with these

5 disorders are easily distracted when faced with situations requiring continued attention

and/or routine, relatively tedious tasks. Thus, if cognitive tests are employed, they must

be appealing to younger children, but not leave older children bored and unmotivated to

perform well. Otherwise, test results will be skewed and diagnosis made even more
difficult.

10 Summary ofthe Invention

This invention addresses the previously discussed need for new and useful

apparatus and methods for diagnostic assessment ofpsychological conditions, providing a

valuable adjunct and supplementation to traditional clinical assessment. Apparatus

arranged in accordance with the invention is extremely versatile, bang suitable for use in

1 5 diagnostic assessment ofvarious psychological conditions and being especially well suited

for assessment of conditions that affect children such as Attention Deficit Disorder and
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. The invention also is extremely versatile in that

it is suited for use in a clinical setting as well as use in remote locations such as the home,
school, or workplace.

20 Basically, apparatus configured in accordance with the invention includes a

programmable microprocessor unit that is responsive to program instructions that are

supplied by an external source. In the disclosed embodiment, a receptacle is included in

the programmable microprocessor-based unit for receiving an external

("removable/insertable") memory unit which includes a digital storage medium for storing

25 program instructions that control operation of the programmable microprocessor-based

unit. In other embodiments, the program instruction instructions can be transferred to

memory circuits of the microprocessor-based unit by various digital data transmission

systems and techniques.

The programmable microprocessor-based unit also includes circuitry for

JO generating a video display in accordance with program instructions stored in an internal

memory of the microprocessor-based unit and/or the digital storage medium of the

external memory unit. In the operation of the invention, the displayed video signals

interactively prompt a patient or user to operate one or more switches that are located on
the microprocessor-based unit. Preferably, the programmable microprocessor-based unit

(5 also includes a sound generator operable for producing selected tones, single words or
simple phrases of simulated speech, simple musical passages, and other sounds
appropriate to the video display during the operation ofthe microprocessor-based unit.
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In the currently preferred embodiments ofthe invention, the microprocessor-based

unit is a compact video game system, with the program instructions being provided by an

external memory unit that corresponds to a game cartridge. The invention can employ

either a handheld video game such as the compact video game system manufactured by

5 Nintendo of America Inc. under the trademark "GAME BOY," or less compact video

game systems such as the "SUPER NES" video game, which also is marketed by

Nintendo ofAmerica Inc. As is well known, handheld video games ofthe type mentioned

are unitary devices that include a display screen and control switches for operating the

video game. On the other hand, the larger video game systems operate in conjunction

10 with a television set or video monitor and consist of a console unit, which receives a game

cartridge, and one or more controllers, which include at least a portion ofthe switches for

operating the video game system. Use of either type of video game system has several

general advantages, including the widespread availability and low cost of such systems.

Further, such systems provide an easy-to-use, unobtrusive device that can be used either

15 in a clinical setting or other environment such as the home, school, or workplace.

Moreover, the video display can be structured to provide motivation for a patient or user

and, in at least some instances, the same or an additional program cartridge can provide

appropriate educational or therapeutic video displays and processes.

Use of the video game system for the programmable microprocessor-based unit of

20 the invention is especially advantageous with children because of the popularity and

widespread acceptance of all types of video games. In accordance with the invention,

video and audio sequences are preferably presented in game-like format with animation

that is suitable for children or other selected age groups.

Regardless of whether a video game system is employed, the programmable

25 microprocessor-based unit can be used to analyze the data obtained during a diagnostic

assessment procedure. In some cases, a full analysis will be performed so that the

information that is transmitted or returned to a clinician is in a final form. In other

situations, partial (or even no) analysis ofgathered diagnostic information is performed by

the programmable microprocessor-based unit. In those situations, partial (or full) analysis

30 is performed at the clinician's facility or, alternatively, at a facility that gathers information

for analysis and subsequent relay to the clinician.

Systems that are arranged in accordance with the invention include two

components in addition to the above-discussed programmable microprocessor-based unit:

(1) a programmable digital signal processor; and, (2) a communication link for allowing

35 signal transmission between the programmable microprocessor-based unit and the

programmable digital signal processor. In some arrangements of the invention, the

programmable digital signal processor is a personal computer that is located at the clinic

or other facility of the health care professional. In these arrangements, the programmable
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microprocessor-based unit can be located at the clinician's facility with the communication

link for coupling signals between the programmable microprocessor-based unit and the

clinician's computer being an electrical cable that provides a RS232 communication link or

some other digital signal transmission arrangement. However, a primary advantage of the

5 invention is use of the microprocessor-based unit at a location that is remote from the

clinician's facility (e.g., use between clinical sessions in an environment appropriate to

assessment of the psychological condition of interest). At least two basic types of

communication links allow assessment of the psychological condition to be made at a

subject's home or other location that is remote from the clinician's facility.

10 First, an RS232 serial data port or other means for coupling digital signals to the

central processing unit of the clinician's personal computer can be connected to a cable

that is adapted for receiving an external memory unit (e.g., memory cartridge) that is used

with the programmable microprocessor-based unit to gather assessment data. In such an

arrangement, the external memory unit is interconnected with the clinician's computer to

IS access stored signals that represent information gathered during a diagnostic assessment

procedure that was performed earlier at a subject's home or other suitable location. In

many situations, the clinician's computer will have been previously interconnected with the

external memory unit to allow the clinician to establish stored program instructions that

will implement a desired diagnostic assessment procedure when the patient or user

20 operates the microprocessor-based unit in conjunction with the memory unit

The second type of communication link that allows the diagnostic assessment

procedure to be conducted at a location other than the clinician's facility involves the use

'

of various types of signal transmission media. For example, the digital data .
signal

processor (e.g., personal computer) employed by the clinician can include an external or

25 internal modem for receiving and transmitting digital signals via the various types of

conventional telephone systems. Likewise, a modem and associated conventional data

management circuitry can be either included in or interconnected with the microprocessor-

based unit to allow information gathered during a diagnostic assessment procedure to be

transmitted to the clinician for review and analysis. In some cases, it may also be

30 advantageous to use the data transmission link for remote programming of the user's

external memory unit, thereby permitting changes to be made in the diagnostic procedure

of a particular patient or user without a visit to the clinician's office.

Transmission media other than a telephone system can be used for coupling signals

between a clinician's digital data processing system and a remotely located programmable

35 microprocessor-based unit that is used for diagnostic assessment of psychological

conditions. For example, recently developed interactive audio/visual systems using

coaxial cable or optical fiber can be employed as well as other types of digital networks

that provide information services and communication between users. In some of these
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arrangements, the digital data signal processor need not be located at the clinician's

facility. That is, the invention can be implemented so that the digital signal processor is a

clearinghouse that in effect functions as a central server that is capable offunctioning with

a relatively large number of programmable microprocessor units and, in addition, capable

5 of serving the needs of at least several clinicians. In these arrangements, the clearinghouse

digital signal processor collects and stores diagnostic assessment information transmitted

to the clearinghouse from any number of programmable microprocessor-based units.

Information is then provided to the appropriate clinician or clinical facility by facsimile or

data transmission techniques. Alternatively, the information can be printed and delivered

10 to the appropriate clinician.

The disclosed embodiments of the invention are configured and programmed for

diagnostic assessment of Attention Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorder. The currently preferred realizations of the disclosed embodiment allow a

clinician to selectively configure sequences of tests ("tasks") that fall into the two basic

IS categories: delay reaction tasks and performance-paced continuous performance tasks.

During a delay reaction task, the programmable microprocessor-based unit operates to

first generate an audible and/or visual warning signal to alert the user that the

microprocessor-based unit will soon produce an audio, visual, or audiovisual target

stimulus. When the target stimulus is produced, the user or patient responds by activating

20 a switch or control of the microprocessor-used unit. Preferably, the time between the

warning stimulus and the target stimulus within a predetermined range that is selected by

the clinician, with each particular time delay being randomly selected through

programmed operation of the microprocessor-based unit. For each delayed reaction task,

a signal is generated indicating whether the user reacted to the target stimulus and, if so,

25 the time that elapsed between generation ofthe target stimulus and the user's operation of

the selected switch. Collecting and storing the user's reaction times for a sequence of

delayed reaction tasks allows subsequent analysis by the system digital data processor to

obtain information such as a record of reaction time versus time delay, the user's best

(fastest) reaction time, the user's mean reaction time, and/or the standard deviation of

30 reaction times. In some situations, it may also be advantageous to store the delayed

reaction task information so that analysis can be performed that allows the detection of

trends such as whether the user's reaction time generally increased or decreased as the

sequence ofdelayed reaction tasks progressed. Such information may indicate an increase

or decrease in attention level with time.

35 In the currently preferred realizations of the disclosed embodiment of the

invention, the visual delayed reaction task includes the display of a car, the model of

which selected by the user prior to initiation of the diagnostic procedure. The car is

shown at a starting line with a traffic signal having a red, yellow, and green light being
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prominently displayed in the foreground. Initially, the red light is illuminated, a warning

signal is then provided to the user by illuminating the yellow light and, when the

microprocessor-selected time delay has elapsed, the green light is illuminated to provide

the target stimuli. In the currently preferred realizations of the disclosed embodiments of

5 the invention, the words "ready ... set ... go" are synthesized by the sound generator of

the microprocessor-based unit.

During the continuous performance tasks, the system user observes the system

display while target stimuli pass across it. The object is for the user to activate a switch

or control of the microprocessor-based unit when target stimuli are at a predetermined

10 location on the display. For example, in the currently preferred realizations of the

disclosed embodiments of the invention, the previously mentioned car is displayed so that

it appears to be passing by trees that are located along the side of a road. The target

stimulus is a specified type of fruit (e.g., an orange, apple, lemon, or cluster of grapes) on

the tree. The object is for the user to activate the switch or control of the

15 microprocessor-based unit when a predetermined stimulus appears (e.g., an apple). When

the switch or control is activated a hand and arm move upwardly from the car and, if the

switch is timely activated, the fruit is captured. When the user correctly identifies and

captures a target stimulus, the time interval between appearance of target stimuli is

decreased by a predetermined amount On the other hand, if the user does not properly

20 respond to a target stimulus, the time interval between target stimuli is increased.

During the conduction of a sequence of continuous performance tasks,

information is recorded to reflect the number of target stimuli correctly identified, the

number of target stimuli missed, the number of responses to non-target stimuli, the

number of correct, but delayed, responses, and the final interstimulus time interval.

25 Audio continuous performance tasks are also provided wherein the user is to

respond to certain audio signals while ignoring others. For example, in the currently

preferred realizations of the disclosed embodiments, the car shown on the system display

unit is passing along a dark road with a small portion of the road passing under the car's

headlights. A low frequency "radar beep" is sounded for each non-target stimulus, and a

30 high frequency radar beep is sounded to represent the target stimulus. Although the

display is relatively dark, the bases of the trees can be seen and when the user properly

responds to a target stimulus, a hand swings upwardly from the car to catch the fruit.

The battery of tests provided by the currently preferred embodiments of the

invention also include continuous performance tasks with various distractions. For

35 example, in the above-discussed realization in which the user activates a switch or control

of the microprocessor-based unit to catch a predetermined type of fruit as a car passes

across the system display, moving objects such as hopping frogs, fluttering butterflies, and

flying saucers are periodically and randomly displayed. In the audio continuous
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performance tasks, the distractions consist of synthesized speech such as "Now!" or

w
Go!.

w During sequences of continuous performance tasks that include distractions, the

number of distractions that cause user reaction are recorded as well as the information

recorded during continuous performance task sequences that do not include distractions.

5 BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will

become more readily appreciated as the same becomes better understood by reference to

the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, wherein:

10 FIGURE 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a psychological diagnostic

measurement system of this invention, depicting microprocessor-based patient units

connected in signal communication with a clinician's computer system and/or a

clearinghouse for collection and analysis of diagnostic data originating with a large

number of patient units;

15 FIGURE 2 is a block diagram illustrating in greater detail the basic structure of a

microprocessor-based patient unit and a digital signal processor ofa type that can be used

within a clearinghouse or be used as a clinician's computer;

FIGURE 3 illustrates a graphic display suitable for use when a microprocessor-

based patient unit administers a delayed reaction tests in an embodiment of the invention

20 that is configured for diagnostic measurements relating to Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorder or Attention Deficit Disorder,

FIGURE 4 illustrates a graphic display suitable for use when a microprocessor-

based patient unit administers continuous performance tests in an embodiment of the

invention that is configured and programmed for diagnostic measurement relating to

25 Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder,

FIGURE 5 illustrates a graphic display suitable for use when a microprocessor-

based patient unit administers continuous performance tests that also include visual

distractions in an embodiment of the invention that is configured and programmed for

diagnostic measurement relative to Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention

30 Deficit Disorder;

FIGURES 6-11 are sequence diagrams that illustrate operation of a, clinician's

computer during periods of time in which the computer is used to establish a battery of

tests to be administered by the microprocessor-based unit; is used to supply program

instructions to the microprocessor-based unit that will result in the desired psychological

35 diagnostic testing; and, is used to retrieve diagnostic measurements obtained by the

microprocessor-based unit during the administration of the diagnostic test.
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Detailed Description ofthe Preferred Embodiment

FIGURE 1 illustrates one embodiment of a diagnostic measurement system

configured in accordance with the invention. The depicted embodiment includes a

programmable microprocessor-based unit 10 that includes a receptacle for receiving an

external memory unit 12, which can be easily inserted and removed from microprocessor-

based unit 10. Removable memory unit 12 includes a digital storage medium for storing

program instructions that control the operation of microprocessor-based unit 10 and, in

addition, allows storage of diagnostic test information that is generated during operation

ofmicroprocessor-based unit 10 for diagnostic assessment ofa psychological condition.

Various storage media known to those skilled in the art can be used as the digital

storage medium of external memory unit 12. For example, conventional read-only

memory (ROM) can be employed for storage ofprogram instructions that are not changed
or altered when external memory 12 is reconfigured for a different patient or reconfigured

for measurements relating to a different type of psychological condition. Optically

scanned memory such as currently available compact disc memory can also be employed.

Li addition, various types of erasable read-only memory and random access memory
(RAM) having a battery back-up can be used to provide a storage medium for program
instructions that may be changed when external memory 12 is configured for use with a

different patient or for the diagnostic assessment of the different psychological condition.

Erasable read-only memory or battery backed-up RAM also can be used for storage of
information gathered when microprocessor-based unit 10 is operated to gather diagnostic

measurement information that relates to one or more psychological conditions.

Moreover, in newly developing technologies such as audio/video interactive television and
networks for digital communications program instructions can be transmitted to

microprocessor-based unit 10 and stored in random access memory.

As is indicated in FIGURE 1, microprocessor-based unit 10 is interconnected with
an audio/visual display unit 14. During operation of the invention for diagnostic

assessment of psychological conditions, microprocessor-based unit 10 generates audio
and video signals that are presented to the patient or system user by audio/visual display

unit 14. The audio/visual presentation is controlled by program instructions that are either

stored in external memory 12 or are otherwise supplied to microprocessor-based unit 10.

In the disclosed embodiments, the visual presentation is structured to elicit responses from
the user of microprocessor-based unit 10 (e.g., a patient or research subject) that provide
that diagnostic measures relating to a particular psychological condition. In that regard,

the embodiments disclosed herein are arranged for diagnostic assessment of Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder. Upon understanding the

operation ofthe invention and the various manners in which it can be configured, it will be
recognized that the invention can be used in the diagnoses of various other psychological
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conditions and behavior patterns, including anxiety disorders, depression, schizophrenia,

addiction, and weight control/eating disorders.

A primary advantage of the invention is the ability to conduct a diagnostic

assessment procedure in an environment other than the office ofa clinician or other health

5 care facility. This particular aspect of the invention can be important with respect to

diagnosing psychological conditions that are highly situation-dependent. Further, since it

is not necessary for a clinician to be present when a diagnostic assessment procedure is

executed, the costs of diagnoses and treatment is reduced. For example, during a clinical

session, a clinician can instruct a patient or subject in the use of the invention for

10 diagnostic assessment of a particular psychological condition. The patient or user then

uses microprocessor-based unit 10, a suitably programmed external memory 12, and an

audio/visual display unit 14 between clinical sessions to gather appropriate diagnostic

measurements while the subject is in suitable environmental surroundings (e.g., at home,

school, or the workplace). Information gathered during the diagnostic assessment is then

15 made available to the clinician for consideration and analysis.

There are two basic ways in which information that relates to the results of the

diagnostic assessment can be conveyed to a clinician or other person who serves as an

administrator for the conduction ofthe diagnostic assessment. These same techniques are

employed for establishing the diagnostic procedure (i.e., storing suitable program

20 instructions in external memory 12). The first technique for transferring test results or

programming microprocessor-based unit 10 (e.g., external memory unit 12) involves data

transmission between microprocessor-based unit 10 and a remotely located clinician's

office (or other health care facility) or, alternatively, a remotely located facility that stores

the information for subsequent analysis and transmission to the clinician. In the second

25 technique, microprocessor-based unit 10 (or external memory unit 12) is physically

transferred between the site at which the diagnostic assessment is made and the clinician's

facility or other remote location.

With respect to the first information transfer technique, FIGURE 1 schematically

illustrates arrangement of the invention for remote exchange of data and information

30 between a microprocessor-based unit 10 and either a remotely located clinician 16, or a

clearinghouse 18. In such an arrangement, clearinghouse 18 includes one or more digital

signal processors and associated peripheral equipment (e.g., printers, signal storage media,

facsimile facilities) sufficient for gathering diagnostic measurement information from a

relatively large number of microprocessor-based diagnostic tools (represented by

35 microprocessor-based unit number 1 and microprocessor-based unit number 2 of

FIGURE 1). A communication link 20 is shown in FIGURE 1 between clearinghouse 18

and the clinician's remote location 16 to indicate transfer of information electronically or

by other signal transmission means. Specifically, data and information can be transferred
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electronically between clearinghouse 18 and a clinician by various conventional data

transmission systems, including those implemented through telephony, transmission of

radio frequency signals, modulated coherent light, etc. As is indicated in FIGURE 1, the

signals sent by clearinghouse 18 to the clinician's facility 16 can be coupled to devices

5 such as the clinician's computer 22 and/or the clinician's facsimile machine 24. Signals

transmitted to the clinician's computer 22 can be stored with or without additional

processing. In the same regard, analytical signal processing of the diagnostic assessment

data gathered by microprocessor-based unit can be performed at various stages of

information transmission between patient and clinician. For example, data processing can

10 be performed in microprocessor-based unit 10, the clinician's computer 22,

clearinghouse 18 and/or the hereinafter described data management unit 28. In any case,

when the diagnostic information is transmitted to the clinician's facility, it can be displayed

on a display unit of the clinician's computer 22 (not shown in FIGURE 1); printed by a

printer 26 that is connected to computer 22; or processed by other devices that are

1 5 peripheral to the clinician's computer 22.

With continued reference to the embodiment of the invention shown in

FIGURE 1, signals representative of information gathered during a diagnostic assessment

procedure (and other signals appropriate to system operation) are coupled to (or from)

clearinghouse 18 and microprocessor-based diagnostic unit 10 via a data management

20 unit 28 and a communication link 30. Like communication link 20, which provides signal

transfer between clearinghouse 18 and the clinician's facility 16, communication link 30

can be of several different types. In some instances, communication link 30 will be a

signal path established by a telephone system. Alternatively, RF signal transmission can

be employed. Communication link 30 also can be established through the use of

25 specialized digital networks, including recently developed interactive audio/video systems

such as those operated in conjunction with cable television.

In the arrangement of FIGURE 1, each depicted data management unit 28 is

interconnected with its associated microprocessor-based unit 10 by a cable 32 that

includes electrical conductors for carrying signals between the two units. In each

30 arrangement ofthe invention, data management unit 28 provides the signal processing that

is necessary for interfacing microprocessor-based unit 10 with communications link 30

and/or a communications link 34. Communications link 34 provides for transmission of

signals between microprocessor-based unit 10 and the clinician's remote location 16 (e.g.,

coupling of signals to and from the clinician's computer 22). Like the previously

35 discussed communication links 20 and 30, communication link 34 can be realized in a

variety ofways.

Because of the wide range of communication links 30 and 34 that are available for

practice of the invention, data management 28 will take on various forms and
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configurations. For example, in an arrangement ofthe invention in which communications

link 30 and/or 34 is a signal path established by a conventional telephone system, data

management unit 28 will include a modem and will operate to perform the signal

processing necessary to transmit information to clearinghouse 18 and/or the clinician's

5 remote location 16. In some arrangements ofthe invention, the signal processing required

for modem data transmission will be implemented by a microprocessor unit that is

incorporated in data management unit 28. In other situations, the microprocessor of

microprocessor-based unit 10 can be employed to perform the signal processing necessary

for modem signal transmission. Similarly, the hardware associated with modem
10 transmission (e.g., telephone line connection) can be included in data management unit 28

or incorporated in microprocessor-based unit 10.

FIGURE 1 also indicates one manner in which the invention can be employed for

remote administration of diagnostic assessment of psychological conditions without the

need for data management unit 28 and communication links 30 and 34. In particular, in

15 the arrangement of FIGURE 1, an external memory unit 12 can be inserted in a

receptacle 38 that electrically connects external memory unit 12 to the clinician's

computer 22 via a cable 36. With an external memory 12 connected in this manner, a

clinician or other administrator of the diagnostic assessment to be performed can operate

computer 22 to store program instructions appropriate for the diagnostic procedure in an

20 external memory unit 12. The programmed external memory unit 12 can be given to a

patient or subject at the end of a clinical session or transmitted to the patient or subject by

other appropriate means. The patient or subject can subsequently insert the programmed

external memory unit 12 in a microprocessor-based unit 10 that is located at the patient's

home or some other location at which the diagnostic procedure will be executed. Signals

25 representative of the diagnostic information gathered during the procedure are stored in

external memory unit 12 when microprocessor unit 10 implements the diagnostic

assessment procedure. External memory unit 12 is then returned to the clinician, inserted

into receptacle 38 and the clinician's computer 22 is used to retrieve the diagnostic

information stored in the external memory unit 12. In situations in which program

30 instructions and diagnostic results are stored internally in microprocessor-based unit 10

(i.e., without use ofan external memory unit 12), the entire microprocessor-based unit can

be taken to the clinician's office. Information relating to diagnostic assessment results can

then be unloaded to the clinician's computer 22 and, if desired, program instructions can

be downloaded to the microprocessor-based unit 10 for administering further diagnostic

35 assessment.

As also is shown in FIGURE 1, in most applications of the invention, an additional

microprocessor-based unit 10 and audio/visual display unit 14 will be located at the

clinician's office or other facility. In the arrangement shown in FIGURE 1, the additional
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microprocessor-based unit 10 is directly connected to the clinician's computer 22 by an

electrical cable 40 to allow signal transmission between the microprocessor-based unit and

computer 22. Providing a microprocessor-based unit 10 and audio/visual display unit 14

at the clinician's location allows a patient or subject to be instructed in the use of the

5 system and also allows the administration of diagnostic assessment procedures at the

clinician's facility, if desired.

FIGURE 2 depicts a more detailed block diagram of a microprocessor-based

unit 10 that can be employed in the practice of the invention and an associated

audio/visual display unit 14. Also shown in FIGURE 2 is a basic block diagram of a

10 remotely located digital signal processing system 42 which typifies the arrangement of

clearinghouse 18 and computer 22 ofFIGURE 1.

As is indicated in FIGURE 2, signals supplied by one or more control switches 44

are coupled to a microprocessor 46 of microprocessor-based unit 10 via an input/output

circuit 48. Also interconnected with input/output unit 48 ofmicroprocessor-based unit 10

15 is an external modem 50, which serves as data management unit 48 (FIGURE 1) for the

depicted arrangement. Although not indicated in FIGURE 2, it will be understood by

those skilled in the art that interconnections such as the connection shown between

microprocessor 46 and input/output unit 48, generally include a data, address, and control

bus.

20 With continued reference to microprocessor-based unit 10 of FIGURE 2, the

depicted microprocessor 46 is interconnected with the receptacle that receives an external

memory unit 12 so that microprocessor 46 can access program instructions stored in

external memory unit 12 and store diagnostic assessment results in external memory 12.

As previously mentioned, program instructions can be provided to a

25 microprocessor-based unit 10 via a digital signal communications system, instead of an

external memory unit 12. In such arrangements, digital signals supplied by a system such

as cable television or a digital communications can be coupled to microporcessor 46 via

input/output unit 48 or other conventional signal processing arrangements.

In the arrangement ofFIGURE 2, a random access memory 52 is interconnected

30 with and is used by microprocessor 46 to implement a desired diagnostic assessment

procedure and perform any desired analysis of the gathered diagnostic data. In addition,

random access memory 52 can be used for storing program instructions that are supplied

to an embodiment ofthe invention that does not employ an external memory unit 12 (i.e.,

an embodiment in which program instructions are supplied via a digital signal

35 communications system). A clock circuit 54 is provided to allow microprocessor 46 to

store date and time signals in situations in which date and time tags are to be included

with the gathered diagnostic data. Although not specifically shown in FIGURE 2,

microprocessor-based unit 10 generally includes an internal read-only memory for storing
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various program instructions and data that are not unique to a particular diagnostic

assessment procedure or other application for the microprocessor-based unit 10.

The audio/visual display unit 14 that is shown in FIGURE 2 corresponds to a

video monitor that includes a display screen 56, control circuitry 58, and a speaker 60. In

5 an arrangement of this type, microprocessor 46 of microprocessor-based unit 10 controls

the operation of a sound generator 62 and video circuits 64 in accordance with the

program instructions stored in external memory 12. A display random access memory 66

is used to store and format video signals which are coupled to display screen 56 of

audio/visual display unit 14. Music, synthesized speech, and other sounds generated by

10 sound generator 62 are coupled to speaker 60. Control circuit 58 includes the circuitry

necessary for adjusting volume and display quality as well as the circuitry for driving the

display screen. In other arrangements, a television set may be used as audio/visual display

unit 14, with microprocessor-based unit 10 supplying an appropriate modulated rf signal

or being connected to the television set video and audio inputs.

15 It will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art that a diagnostic tool that

corresponds to microprocessor-based unit 10 ofFIGURES 1 and 2 can be easily realized

using conventional microprocessor design techniques and components. It also will be

recognized that various commercially available devices can be adopted for use as a

microprocessor-based unit 10 of this invention. In that regard, in the currently preferred

20 embodiments ofthe invention, the microprocessor-based unit 10 is a compact video game

system, with external memory unit 12 being configured to correspond to the type ofgame

cartridge that is used with that particular video game system. In some arrangements of

the invention, a handheld video game system such as the compact video game system

marketed by Nintendo of America Inc. under the trademark "GAME BOYM
can be used

25 to realize, in unitary form, microprocessor-based unit 10, audio/visual display unit 14, and

control switches 44 of the arrangement shown in FIGURE 2. In other applications of the

invention, a less compact video game system such as the "SUPER NINTENDO

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM" or "NES" video game is used. In those situations,

control switches 44 correspond to the video game controller and audio/visual display

30 unit 14 is a conventional television set or video monitor. The less compact video game

systems often are advantageous because the external memory unit (game cartridge) has

greater memory capacity than the corresponding memory of handheld units; the

microprocessor has superior processing capability; and relatively high-quality sound and

graphics can be achieved.

35 Regardless of the type employed, there are many advantages to using a video

game system in the practice of the invention. Of prime importance, video game systems

enjoy widespread popularity and, hence, low cost. In many cases, the user of a diagnostic

assessment system that is constructed in accordance with the invention may already own
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or have access to a video game system. In addition, video game systems are simple to

use. Therefore, little time is required for instructing a patient or other system user in how

to operate the system for performance of a particular diagnostic assessment Even

further, adapting a video game system for use with the invention provides a convenient

5 way for realizing diagnostic assessment procedures that are presented in game-like format

with animation or other graphics that provide motivation for all age groups while

gathering needed diagnostic data. The cumulative effect is achievement of an unobtrusive

test and diagnosis arrangement that is acceptable to patients and other subjects and can be

used in many environments.

10 Referring again to FIGURE 2, it can be recognized that the depicted remotely

located digital signal processing unit 42 corresponds to a wide range of computational

arrangements, including the clinician's computer 22 of FIGURE 1 and the previously

discussed, more complex, clearinghouse 18 ofFIGURE 1. In the arrangement depicted in

FIGURE 2, a user interface 70 is connected in signal communication with a central

15 processor unit 72 via a decoder circuit 74. Random access memory 76 and read-only

memory 78 are accessed by central processor unit 72 of digital signal processing unit 42

during execution of the various programs and procedures used in carrying out the

invention. An input/output unit 80 acts under the direction of central processor unit 72 to

provide signals to a facsimile unit 24 and printer 26. As also is indicated in FIGURE 2,

20 signals can be provided to central processor unit 72 via input/output unit 80 by a

modem 82. In the arrangement shown, a communication link 84 interconnects modem 82
"

with modem 50 to thereby allow the depicted digital signal processing system to receive

diagnostic test information from the depicted microprocessor-based unit 10. As also is

indicated, input/output unit 80 is connected to a receptacle 38, which as was described

25 relative to FIGURE 1, allows the digital data processing system to access storage

addresses within an external memory unit 12 that is connected to receptacle 38. As shall

be described in more detail, an administration program that is executable by digital signal

processing unit 42 includes a program module that allows program instructions to be

stored in an external memory unit 12 to establish a desired diagnostic assessment

30 procedure. Execution of another module of the administration program by digital signal

processing unit 42 allows the retrieval of diagnostic test data stored in external memory

unit 12 when a diagnostic assessment procedure was conducted (i.e., when a patient or

user executed a diagnostic procedure in accordance with the procedure).

The currently preferred embodiments of the invention utilize a microprocessor-

35 based unit 10 that corresponds to the previously mentioned SUPER NINTENDO
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM, with the invention being realized for diagnostic

assessment ofAttention Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. In

the current realization ofthe invention, program instructions for a battery of separate tests
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that assess various aspects of a juvenile's attention are stored in external memory unit 12.

Two basic types of tests are employed: tests that include a series of delayed reaction

tasks and tests that include a series of continuous performance tasks. In the delayed

reaction tasks, programmable microprocessor-based unit 10 operates to generate an

5 audible and/or visual warning signal to alert the user that the microprocessor-based unit

soon will produce an audible and/or visual trigger stimulus. When the trigger stimulus is

generated, the patient or user activates a designated switch or control of microprocessor-

based unit 10 (e.g., a switch or control included in control switches 44 ofFIGURE 2). In

current practice, the clinician or other administrator of the diagnostic assessment

10 procedure can select one or more audio delayed reaction tests and/one or more video

delayed reaction tests when establishing a battery of tests for a particular patient or user.

As shall be described relative to FIGURES 6-11, the clinician establishes the battery of

tests by executing a computer program, which also allows the clinician or administrator to

establish the sequence in which various tests will be administered and, for each audio or

15 visual delayed reaction test, select both the number of trigger stimuli to be generated and

a time delay range. The time delay range establishes the upper and lower bounds of the

delay between warning stimuli and trigger stimuli The specific delay between a particular

warning stimulus and its associated trigger stimulus is selected randomly by

microprocessor-based unit 10 when the delayed reaction test is conducted.

20 Each time that microprocessor-based unit 10 generates a trigger stimulus, a timer

(e.g., clock circuit 54 ofFIGURE 2) is activated. If the patient or user does not activate

the appropriate switch or control within a predetermined time interval, a digital signal is

stored indicating a failure to respond. On the other hand, ifthe patient or user responds, a

digital signal is stored indicating the user's reaction time (i.e., the time period between the

25 occurrence of a trigger stimulus and the patient's reaction). Since a series of delayed

reaction tasks is used in each audio or visual delayed reaction test, the stored data that are

accumulated during the diagnostic assessment will allow later analysis to determine

various measures that relate to the patient's degree of attention. For example, measures

that can be important include the user's fastest reaction time, his or her mean reaction

30 time, and the standard deviation of reaction times. In addition, the difference between the

results for audio and visual delayed reaction tasks may also be considered. For example,

young children tend to respond more quickly to audio trigger stimuli than video trigger

stimuli. Thus, the relationship between the results of audio and video delayed reaction

tests for a patient may provide some insight as to that patient's relative deficit or

35 development of both auditory and visual attention skills.

In the currently preferred realizations of embodiments for use in diagnostic

assessment of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder,

external memory unit 12 is programmed to cause microprocessor unit 10 to generate a
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display of the type shown in simplified form in FIGURE 4. In the display ofFIGURE 4, a

car 90 is positioned at a starting line 92 on a roadway or racetrack 94. A traffic signal 96,

having a red light 98, an amber light 100, and a green light 102, is prominently displayed.

As each visual delayed reaction task is generated, microprocessor-based unit 10 causes

5 sequential illumination of red light 98, amber light 100, and green light 102. Amber

light 100 serves as the warning stimulus, with green light 102 providing a trigger stimulus

after a randomly generated time delay that is within the time delay range that was

established when the visual delayed reaction test being executed was established by the

clinician or the administrator having control over the diagnostic testing.

10 During the audio delayed reaction tests, the three lights of traffic light 100 in

FIGURE 3 are extinguished and program instructions that are stored in external memory

unit 12 result in generation of suitable audio warning and trigger stimuli by sound

generator 62 of FIGURE 2. Li arrangements having sufficient memory and sound

generation capability, the words "ready ... set ... go" are used, with the time interval

15 between "set" and "go" being a random value within the range of values selected when a

clinician established the diagnostic procedure. Two tones that are clearly distinct from

one another also can be used for the warning and trigger stimuli.

The currently preferred realizations of embodiments of the invention that are

directed to diagnostic assessment of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and

20 Attention Deficit Disorder provide for both visual and audible continuous performance

tests. In each test a sequence or series of events occurs for which the patient or user is to

respond by activating a predetermined switch or control such as the control switches 44 in

the arrangement of FIGURE 2. The continuous performance test used in the currently

preferred embodiments of the invention are performance-paced in that the interstimulus

25 stimulus interval (i.e., the time that elapses between consecutive stimuli) is reduced by a

predetermined amount each time a correct response is made and is increased by the same

or a different predetermined amount if an improper response occurs (i.e., the user

responds to a non-target stimulus or fails to respond to a target stimulus).

The video display for the continuous performance tests of the currently preferred

30 embodiments is indicated in FIGURE 4. In FIGURE 4, the car 90 that is used in the

above-discussed delayed reaction tests is shown traveling along a roadway 94.

Periodically, the car 90 approaches a tree 104, which is positioned along side roadway 94.

As car 90 approaches a tree 104, various types of fruit (oranges, apples, lemons, and

grapes) will appear, hanging downwardly from a branch of the tree. The object is for the

35 patient or user to respond to a specified type of fruit only (e.g., apple 106 in FIGURE 4)

by depressing a selected switch such as one of the switches of control switches 44 in

FIGURE 2. When the appropriate switch is pressed, a hand and arm extend upwardly

from car 90 to capture the fruit. As previously noted, with each correct response, the
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interstimulus interval is decreased (i.e., the car 90 appears to travel at a higher rate of

speed) and with each incorrect response or failure to respond, the interstimulus interval is

increased (car 90 appears to travel slower).

In the audio continuous performance tests of the referenced realizations of the

5 invention, the display shows car 90 traveling at night, with only a portion of roadway 94

being illuminated by the car's headlights. Each time the car approaches a darkened

tree 104, a low-frequency radar-like "beep" is heard if the tree does not bear the desired

fruit (apple 106 in FIGURE 4). When the proper fruit is present, a high-pitched radar-like

beep is emitted.

10 Embodiments of the invention for diagnostic assessment for Attention Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder can also include programming for

conduction of continuous performance tests that include distractions. For example, as is

shown in FIGURE 5, a fluttering butterfly 1 10 or other moving object such as a hopping

frog or flying saucer can be generated in the peripheral region of the video display to

15 provide a measure of the patient's degree of distractibility. During audio continuous

performance tests synthesized voice signals such as "Now!" or "Go!" can be generated by

microprocessor-based unit 10. In situations in which synthesized voice is beyond the

capability ofthe sound generator being used, the microprocessor-based unit 10 can supply

various distractive sounds or noises.

20 When the battery of diagnostic assessments is established by a clinician, program

instructions can be stored in external memory unit 12 (or otherwise provided to a

microprocessor-based unit) to determine the number of continuous performance tests to

be performed and the type of each test (i.e., video without distractions; video with

distractions; audio without distractions; and, audio with distractions). The sequence of

25 the tests, both with respect to one another and with respect to the previously discussed

delayed reaction tests, is also determined by the clinician. For each continuous

performance test, the clinician can select the total number of target and non-target stimuli

to be presented; the test duration; and the minimum stimulus duration (which is typically

set at around 100 milliseconds). Diagnostic measures that are recorded in external

30 memory unit 12 during conduction of continuous performance tests include: the number

of target stimuli correctly identified (i.e., captured); the number of target stimuli for which

the user failed to react (missed stimuli); the number of non-target stimuli for which there

was a response; the number of times the button or switch was activated after a stimulus

piassed (late hits); and the final interstimulus interval (and/or the minimum interstimulus

35 interval attained during the test).

As was described relative to FIGURES 1 and 2, program instructions for

establishing the diagnostic assessment procedure (e.g., storing suitable program

instructions in external memory 12) and retrieval of signals representative of the
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diagnostic measures gathered during diagnostic testing (e.g., accessing information stored

in external memory 12) are performed by executing an administrator program with the

clinician's computer (22 in FIGURE 1; digital signal processing unit 42 in FIGURE 2).

When the administrator program of the current realizations of the invention is executed, a

5 main menu screen is displayed, allowing the clinician to select menu items that include:

the opening of a new file (i.e., establishing a diagnostic assessment procedure for a new

patient or subject); opening an existing file; saving a file (storing a diagnostic assessment

configuration in memory of the clinician's computer); closing a file; and producing the

diagnostic assessment procedure (i.e., storing the appropriate program instructions in an

10 external memory 12 or, alternatively, initiating execution of a diagnostic assessment

procedure with a microprocessor-based unit 10 that is directly connected to the clinician's

computer (FIGURE 2).

The sequence of steps that is executed when a new file is opened during execution

of the administrator program is shown in FIGURE 6. As is indicated at block 1 10, the

15 first step of opening a new file is the display of a "mask,'* Le., a form that includes empty

fields for insertion of information such as the name of the patient or subject, age, sex,

grade or educational level, date on which the test is to be performed, name of attending

physician or clinician; and the identity ofthe person establishing the diagnostic assessment

procedure.

20 The next step of establishing a new file is indicated at block 112 and consists of

creating the desired diagnostic assessment procedure. In this step, a set-up screen is

displayed that allows the clinician or test administrator to establish a desired battery ofthe

previously described audio and visual delayed reaction tests and the previously described

audio and visual continued performance tests (both with and without distractions). The

25 tests can be selected in any sequence and, if desired, a particular type of test can be

repeated without intervening execution of a different type of test. Further, in the currently

preferred realizations of the invention, a short training procedure is available for both

delayed reaction testing and continuous performance testing. In most cases, the clinician

or administrator will include one or both of the training procedures in the diagnostic

30 assessment procedure.

The set-up screen also includes provision for the clinician or administrator to

select the various previously mentioned delayed reaction test parameters and continuous

performance test parameters. Specifically, the clinician can select the delay range that will

determine the upper and lower limits of the random time delay between a warning

35 stimulus and a trigger stimulus in the delayed reaction tests and can also set the number of

trigger stimuli that will occur during each delayed reaction test. With respect to each

continuous performance test, the set-up screen allows the clinician to set the duration of

each test, the percentage of target stimuli (i.e., the mix of non-target and target stimuli),
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the amount by which the interstimulus interval decreases each time a patient or subject

captures a target stimulus; the amount by which the interstimulus interval increases when
the patient misses; and the type oftarget stimulus to be used (eg, apples, grapes, lemons,
or oranges).

Once the diagnostic assessment procedure has been established for a patient or
subject, the sequence for establishing a new file causes the "save," "close," and "produce
test" sequences of the administrator program to be enabled (indicated at block 114) and
disables the "open" and "new" sequences ofthe administrator program. As is indicated at

block 1 1 8 in FIGURE 7, the sequence then returns to the menu screen. Since the "open"
and "new" sequences have been disabled, those menu items are preferably at least partially

blanked out or otherwise indicated as not being available for selection!

When the administrator program is initiated, the clinician can select the "open file"

menu item as an ahernative to the "new file" item. As is indicated in FIGURE 7, the

sequence that is executed when the "open file" menu item is selected begins with the
1 5 display with a list of existing files (e.g., patient names or identification numbers), which is

indicated at block 120. Also displayed is an option that allows the clinician or
administrator to cancel the sequence for opening a file. If selected, the option for

canceling the sequence returns the screen display to a display of the main menu (indicated

at block 122). On the other hand, if the clinician or administrator selects a particular

patient, the information about the patient and the battery of tests and test parameters that

was recorded during the new file procedure is displayed (indicated at block 124). As is

shown at block 126, the administrator program then sequences to disable menu items that

would otherwise allow the opening of a new or different. The menu item that allows the
production of a diagnostic test routine (such as the loading of an external memory unit 12

25 with program instructions) also is disabled. As is indicated at block 128, menu items for

saving a file, closing a file, and for displaying or printing test results that were stored when
the diagnostic assessment procedure for that patient was conducted or enabled. The
system then returns to displaying the menu with the enabled menu items being displayed in
a manner that distinguishes those menu items from the disabled menu hems (indicated at

30 block 130).

The sequence that is executed when the administrator program is used to save a
patient file is shown in FIGURE 8 and begins with a determination of whether a "record
modified" is set (block 132). The record modified flag is a field in the data record for
each patient and is set whenever that patient's file is opened and modified by adding new

35 information, or changing information that was previously entered. If the record modified
flag is not set, the sequence shown in FIGURE 8 is terminated and the system display
returns to the selection menu (indicated at block 134). On the other hand, if the record
modified flag is set, a determination is made as to whether sufficient patient identification

20
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information is included in the patient file or record being processed (indicated at decision

block 136). In the event of insufficient identification a warning message is displayed

(block 138). The sequence for saving the file is cancelled and the display returns to the

main menu (indicated at block 140).

5 When sufficient patient identification is included in the record being processed, the

administrator program determines whether the record already exists (decision block 142).

As is shown at block 144, an existing file is modified in accordance with information

included in the file being saved. Next, the record modified flag is cleared (block 146); and

the system display is returned to the main menu (block 134). However, if the file being

10 processed does not already exist, a new record is stored in system memory (block 148);

the record modified flag is cleared (block 146); and the system display is returned to the

main menu (block 134).

As is shown in FIGURE 9, the sequence by which the administrator program

closes a previously opened patient record begins with a determination of whether the

15 record modifier flag is set (indicated at decision block 150). If the record has been

modified, the clinician or administrator executing the program is prompted to specify

whether the modified record should be saved, discarded, or whether the sequence to close

the record should be canceled (indicated at block 152). As is indicated at block 156, ifthe

modified record is to be saved, the above-discussed sequence for saving the record is

20 executed.

A determination at decision block 150 that the record has not been modified

causes deactivation of the menu items for saving a file or record, closing a file, and for

displaying and printing test results. The menu item that allows storage of program

instructions in an external memory 12 or the alternative administration of a diagnostic

25 assessment procedure with a microprocessor-based unit 10 that is connected to the

clinician's computer is also disabled (all indicated at block 158 in FIGURE 9). As is

shown in FIGURE 9, these menu items also are disabled after saving a modified file (i.e.,

the completion of the operation indicated at block 156) and, in addition, upon executing

an instruction to discard a modified record (shown at block 152). As is indicated at

30 block 160, once the specified menu items have been disabled, the menu items for

establishing a new file and for opening an existing file are enabled (block 160); the record

is removed from the display screen (block 162); and the main menu is displayed

(block 164).

The sequence that is executed during the administrator program to load desired

35 program instructions into an external memory unit 12 or, alternatively, initiate a diagnostic

assessment procedure with a microprocessor-based unit 10 that is electrically connected

to the clinician's computer is shown in FIGURE 10. As is indicated at decision block 166,

the sequence begins with a determination of whether a microprocessor-based unit 10 is
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both connected to the clinician's computer and is turned on. If a microprocessor-based

unit is both connected and active, the program instructions required to configure the

microprocessor for the test specified in the currently open patient file are transferred to

the microprocessor-based unit (block 168). The sequence then remains in a "wait" state

5 until the microprocessor 10 signals that the diagnostic test results are available

(block 170). Once the test results are available and stored in memory, the menu items for

displaying test results and printing test results are enabled (block 172); the previously

discussed record modified flag is set (block 174); and the system display returns to the

main menu (block 176).

10 When a microprocessor unit 10 that is electrically connected with the clinician's

computer is not turned on (determined at block 166), a determination is made at

block 178 as to whether an external memory unit 12 is to be loaded with program

instructions (e.g., whether an external memory unit 12 is present in receptacle 38 of the

arrangements shown in FIGURES 1 and 2). If an external memory unit 12 is not present,

15 a message is displayed indicating that an error condition has been encountered (block 182)

and the administrator program sequences to the main menu screen (block 176). If an

external memory unit 12 is present, the program instructions for establishing a diagnostic

assessment procedure for the open patient file are loaded into the external memory unit 12

for subsequent use by the patient:

20 Referring to FIGURE 11, the sequence by which the clinician or administrator

exits the administrator program begins with the determination as to whether a patient file

or record is open (decision block 184). If an open patient file or record is detected, the

sequence for closing the file that was discussed relative to FIGURE 9 is executed

(indicated at block 186). If the sequence for closing the file is cancelled prior to

25 completion, the sequence for exiting the administrator program is cancelled and the main

menu is displayed (indicated at block 188). Successful completion of the sequence for

closing an open file results in execution of "housekeeping" routines that close the database

that stores test results and, in addition, perform memory cleanup operations (indicated at

block 190); and the administrator program is removed from active memory (indicated at

30 block 192).

Ifno record is open when the exit sequence is executed (determined at block 184),

the clinician is prompted to confirm whether an exit from the administrator program is to

be made (indicated at block 194). If the exit command is verified, the database of test

results is closed and memory cleanup accomplished (block 190), with subsequent exit

35 from the administrator program (block 192). In the event exit is not to be made, the main

menu is again displayed (block 188).

While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and

described, it will be appreciated that various changes can be made therein without
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departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. As previously mentioned, the

invention can be embodied in various ways to provide a microprocessor-based unit with

program instructions that cause the microprocessor-based unit to operate in a manner

suitable for the assessment ofvarious psychological conditions. For example, in assessing

5 and treating habitual smoking or addiction to nicotine, a microprocessor-based unit (e.g.,

video game system) can be programmed to present a game-like presentation that may or

may not directly relate to smoking. Such a unit can be given to a user with instructions to

"play" the game-like presentation each time the user has an urge to smoke over a

predetermined period such as three weeks. At the end of the prescribed period, the

10 clinician can access the stored information and based on computer assisted analysis of the

retrieved data can determine the nature, frequency and severity of the user's habit or

addiction, as well as the motivation or stimulus that triggers an urge to smoke. Based on

that information, an informed decision can be reached as to whether the user ofthe system

(e.g., patient) is likely to respond to behavioral therapy or whether chemical replacement

15 therapy or a combination of the two therapies should be used. Various other addictions

and behavioral patterns can be assessed in similar fashion.

As another example of the mariner in which the invention can be embodied, a

series of interactive assessment sessions for conditions such as depression or anxiety can

be presented via interactive cable television to a wide audience. In such an arrangement,

20 the patient or subject is enrolled in the sessions by a psychiatrist or other healthcare

professional. The patient or user tunes the interactive television system to a

predetermined channel at a predetermined time and enters a personal identification code

via a microprocessor-based unit that is connected for receiving and sending signals via the

interactive television system. Program instructions are then provided to the

25 microprocessor-based unit via the interactive television system and the patient or user

responds to various stimuli during the televised diagnostic assessment section. As is the

case with other arrangements ofthe invention, the televised assessment session can be in a

game-like format or other presentation that is unobtrusive. Diagnostic information

gathered during the session can be provided to the clinician in one of the several ways

30 discussed with respect to FIGURES 1 and 2. By analyzing the diagnostic assessment data

gathered during the interactive assessment sessions, the psychiatrist or other healthcare

professional can make a better informed decision as to the need for clinical therapy and/or

medication than can be made based only on traditional clinical sessions.
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The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is

claimed are defined as follows:

1. A method of assessing a psychological condition of the human patient

comprising the method steps of:

generating audio signals;

outputting said audio signals to the patient;

generating electrical signals according to patient responses to the outputted audio

signals;

responding to the generated electrical signals, wherein said step of responding

further comprises manipulating the audio signals and outputting the manipulated audio

signals according to the generated electric signals; and

assessing the psychological condition of the patient according to the generated

electrical signals.

2. A method of assessing a psychological condition of the human patient

comprising the method steps of:

generating video image
^

displaying said generated video image signals to the patient;

generating electrical signals according to patient responses to the displayed video

signals;

responding to the generated electrical signals, wherein said step of responding

further comprises manipulating the generated video image and displaying the manipulated

video image signals according to the generated electric signals; and

assessing the psychological condition of the patient according to the generated

electrical signals.

3. A method of assessing a psychological condition of the human patient

comprising the method steps of:

generating video image and audio signals;
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displaying said generated video image signals and outputting said audio signals to

the patient;

generating electrical signals according to patient responses to the displayed video

signals and the outputted audio signals;

5 responding to the generated electrical signals, wherein said step of responding

further comprises manipulating the generated video image and audio signals and

displaying the manipulated video image signals and outputting the manipulated audio

signals according to the generated electric signals; and

assessing the psychological condition of the patient according to the generated

10 electrical signals.

4. An apparatus for assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising:

a patient system for executing a preassigned test and recording patient responses

to the executed test; and

15 a clinician system connectable in signal communication with said patient system

comprising:

a test setting component for setting at least one test to be executed by the

patient system; and

a test analysis component for analyzing the patient responses recorded by

20 the patient system;

wherein the at least one test set by the clinician is an animated sequence

that includes a sequence of delayed reaction tasks, wherein a delayed reaction task

includes at least one warning stimulus separated in time from a target stimulus, said at

least one warning stimulus being generated to alert the patient of generation of the target

25 stimulus, but not being intended to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said

time separation is changed according to patient responses to the warning and target

stimuli.
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5. The apparatus of Claim 4, wherein the patient system and the clinician

system are remotely located from each other.

6. The apparatus of Claim 5, wherein the patient system and the clinician

system are connected across a network.

5 7. The apparatus of Claim 5, wherein said patient system further comprises

removable memory for storing the patient responses and the clinician system includes a

memory device for reading the removable storage device from the patient system.

8. The apparatus ofClaim 4, wherein said test setting component comprises a

parameter setting component for setting at least one ofthe following:

10 the range oftime separation between warning and target stimuli;

the number ofwarning stimuli per target stimuli; and

the sequence of tests.

9. The apparatus ofClaim 4, wherein the warning and target stimuli are audio

and visual stimuli.

15 1° The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein said test analysis component performs

at least one ofthe following analyses:

determining the patient's reaction times, the mean reaction time, the standard

deviation of reaction times, the difference between audio and video reaction times, or the

degree ofdistractibility with varied audio and video distractions.

20 1 1
.

An apparatus for assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising:

a patient system for executing a pre-assigned test and recording patient responses

to the executed test; and
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a clinician system comprising a test setting component for setting at least one test

to be executed by the patient system, and a test analysis component for analyzing the

patient responses recorded by the patient system;

wherein the at least one test set by the clinician is an animated sequence

5 that includes a sequence of continuous performance tasks, wherein a continuous

performance task includes two or more target stimuli separated in time, said target stimuli

being generated to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said time period

between target stimuli is changed according to patient responses to the target stimuli.

12. The apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the patient system and the clinician

10 system are remotely located from each other.

13. The apparatus of Claim 12, wherein the clinician system and the patient

system are connected by a network connection.

14. The apparatus of Claim 12, wherein said patient system further comprises

removable memory for storing the patient responses and the clinician system includes a

1 5 memory device for reading the removable storage device from the patient system.

15. The apparatus of Claim 1 1, wherein said test setting component comprises

a parameter setting component for setting at least one ofthe following:

the range oftime separation between target stimuli;

the amount of non-target stimuli interspersed amongst the target stimuli; and

20 the sequence oftests.

16. The apparatus of Claim 15, wherein the target and non-target stimuli are

audio and visual stimuli.

17. The apparatus of Claim 16, wherein said test analysis component performs

at least one ofthe following analyses:
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detennining the number of target stimuli correctly identified, the number of target

stimuli that the patient failed to respond to, the number ofnon-target stimuli that caused a

response by the patient, the number of responses greater than a predetermined time after

the target stimuli, the final time separation between target stimuli, and the minimum time

separation between target stimuli that was attained during execution ofthe test

18. A method of assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising the method steps of:

providing a patient system for executing a preassigned test and recording patient

responses to the executed test; and

providing a clinician system comprising a test setting component for setting at

least one test to be executed by the patient system, and a test analysis component for

analyzing the patient responses recorded by the patient system;

wherein the at least one test set by the clinician is an animated sequence

that includes a sequence of delayed reaction tasks, wherein a delayed reaction task

includes at least one warning stimulus separated in time from a target stimulus, said at

least one warning stimulus being generated to alert the patient of generation of the target

stimulus, but not being intended to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said

time separation is changed according to patient responses to the warning and target

stimuli.

19. A method for assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising the method steps of:

providing a patient system for executing a pre-assigned test and recording patient

responses to the executed test; and

providing a clinician system comprising a test setting component for setting at

least one test to be executed by the patient system, and a test analysis component for

analyzing the patient responses recorded by the patient system;
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wherein the at least one test set by the clinician is an animated sequence

that includes a sequence of continuous performance tasks, wherein a continuous

performance task includes two or more target stimuli separated in time, said target stimuli

being generated to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said time period

between target stimuli is changed according to patient responses to the target stimuli.

20. A method of assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising:

setting at least one test to be executed by a patient;

executing the at least one set test;

recording patient responses to the executed test;

analyzing the recorded patient responses; and

wherein the at least one set test is an animated sequence that includes a sequence

of delayed reaction tasks, wherein a delayed reaction task includes at least one warning

stimulus separated in time from a target stimulus, said at least one warning stimulus bring

generated to alert the patient of generation of the target stimulus, but not being intended

to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said time separation is changed

according to said recorded patient responses to the warning and target stimuli.

21. A method for assessing the psychological condition of a human patient

comprising:

setting at least one test to be executed by a patient;

executing the at least one set test;

recording patient responses to the executed test;

analyzing the recorded patient responses; and

wherein the at least one test set by the clinician is an animated sequence that

includes a sequence of continuous performance tasks, wherein a continuous performance

task includes two or more target stimuli separated in time, said target stimuli being
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generated to stimulate response by the patient, and wherein said time period between

target stimuli is changed according to patient responses to the target stimuli.
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